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Abstract 

Spatial thinking is embedded in science, technology, engineering, arts, and mathematics (STEAM) 
learning. Design and Technology education inherently encompasses a wide range of spatial 
activities, such as mentally transforming objects to form design ideas, visually representing design 
ideas, and creating 2D and 3D design artifacts. Among different design topics, biomimicry offers a 
unique avenue for pupils to recognize and analyze forms and functions in nature. It is expected that 
pupils exercise multiple types of spatial thinking when envisioning the analogical links between 
nature’s strategies to design strategies. This case study is one of the first to highlight the 
opportunities to scaffold primary-school pupils’ spatial thinking through a biomimicry design 
project. Embracing the methodology of educational design-based research, this project is designed 
along with teachers’ input and authentic classroom feedback. Data are gathered from sixteen 11- to 
12-year-olds at an international school in the Netherlands. Classroom videos and audios, pupils’ 
self-documentation of the design process, 2D and 3D design artifacts, a baseline survey of spatial 
reasoning ability, formative assessment on design, and semi-structured interviews with pupils 
triangulate evidence for pupils' spatial thinking in this project. Our preliminary findings suggest that 
pupils actively used their spatial thinking when forming biomimicry design ideas and visually 
elaborating their designs. This study contributes to the growing theories of integrating spatial 
training in primary curriculums and offers empirically-grounded recommendations for the design of 
spatially engaging learning ecologies. 

Key Words: Spatial thinking, Design education, Analogy, Biomimicry, Primary education 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Spatial thinking is fundamental to the learning of a wide range of STEAM (science, technology, 
engineering, arts, mathematics) disciplines, including Design and Technology (D&T) (e.g. Buckley et al., 
2018, 2022; Hegarty, 2014; Kell et al., 2013). Applying spatial thinking appropriately can fuel creativity 
and facilitate problem-solving in D&T (Kell et al., 2013; Suh & Cho, 2020). However, a lack of necessary 
spatial thinking skills may lead to frustration in comprehending and creating designs (Sorby, 2009).   
 
The process of forming a mental representation of a tangible object in our daily life, as Lane and Sorby 
(2021) explained, demands a variety of spatial thinking, such as imagining an altered version of an object. 
The process of designing is even more challenging as it requires not only formulating, manipulating, and 
communicating mental representations of ideas that are not yet present in reality but also the transformation 
of 2D sketches into 3D artifacts. We find D&T education to be a suitable vehicle to nurture a higher level 
of spatial thinking. However, little research has looked into how pupils use and develop their spatial 
thinking in design and technology classrooms.  
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One way to develop spatial thinking in the classroom is through the use of analogies (Newcombe, 2010, 
2016, 2017). Analogy, as one of the essential expressions of creativity (Boden, 2001), means mapping the 
knowledge about one situation parallelly to prescribe for another situation. A specific approach to designing 
through analogies is biomimicry, where designers use knowledge from nature to inspire human designs. 
Since analogical comparison between highly different fields is especially helpful for stimulating innovative 
ideas (Chan et al., 2011), we believe that biomimicry, which combines the knowledge from design and 
biology, will provide a challenging yet exciting opportunity for pupils to practice spatial thinking.  
  
In the biomimicry design project we developed, we provided 11-to-12-year-old pupils with ample 
opportunities to exercise their spatial thinking, including closely observing, visualizing, using mental 
transformation to relate forms with functions, sketching, modeling, and physically interacting with 
organisms in nature. To solve the design challenge of creating nature-inspired, wind- or water-resistant 
camping gears, pupils are expected to explicitly identify the analogies between nature’s strategies against 
excessive wind or water and possible human design strategies. Through envisioning the spatial features of 
organisms in nature and identifying the analogical links between nature’s design and human design, pupils 
will draw spatial insights from nature to inspire their designs.  
  
The main goal of this case study is to uncover how a design project emphasizing analogies between nature 
and human designs can entail opportunities for pupils to exercise spatial thinking. Currently, only a few 
studies have zoomed in on the processes during which learners develop spatial thinking (e.g. Cohrssen et 
al., 2017). Therefore, our study aims to add to the knowledge base about how spatial thinking can be 
engaged and scaffolded in the classroom through design projects. 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. Spatial thinking in the classroom 

Spatial thinking consists of the understanding of the properties of space, the utilization of representations, 
and the reasoning to make meaning and use of spatial information (National Research Council, 2006). 
Whether it is identifying the spatial features of organisms in nature, such as their shape and size (Ermayanti 
et al. 2017), or visualizing and creating representations of three-dimensional structures and processes in 
biology (Milner-Bolotin & Nashon, 2012), spatial thinking plays a critical role. While spatial thinking can 
be developed (e.g. Hawes et al., 2017; Sorby, 2009; Uttal et al., 2013), the challenge lies where multiple 
rather than a single spatial skill are usually required to solve complex spatial problems (Atit et al., 2020). 
Thus, there is a substantial need for pupils to learn and practice spatial thinking in the context of real-world 
problems (Uttal et al., 2013). 
  
Integrating spatial training in the classroom and spatializing the existing curriculums have drawn increasing 
attention from researchers (Buckley et al., 2022; Newcombe, 2010, 2016, 2017; Newcombe et al., 2013). 
For example, Hawes et al. (2017) infused spatialized geometry instruction in classrooms and successfully 
translated the knowledge from research to create an educational impact. Therefore, to achieve a holistic 
design of spatial training, it is important to integrate spatial thinking with domain knowledge in mind (Atit 
et al., 2020).  

2.2. Analogy as a way to integrate spatial thinking in the classroom: analogical links in Biomimicry  

One way to integrate the training of spatial thinking and skills in classrooms is through analogies 
(Newcombe, 2010, 2016, 2017). Positioning analogous examples side by side allows pupils to recognize 
the common patterns in their features and relations (Gentner et al., 2003). Such processes are fundamental 
to spatial thinking (Mathewson, 1999) and have been used to facilitate the development of spatial thinking. 
For example, 6-to-8-year-olds can learn the spatial concept of stability through reasoning analogically about 
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two similar spatial structures (Gentner et al., 2009). In Geosciences, Ormand et al. (2017) trained students’ 
mental slicing skills, such as visualizing the slices of fossils, through an analogous Slicing Fruit activity.  
 
Biomimicry, an example of design by analogy, plays an increasingly important role in both design processes 
and design education (e.g. Benyus, 1997; Stevens et al., 2021) and has been recognized as an important 
STEM topic to be taught in primary classrooms (NGSS Lead States, 2013). According to the U.S. National 
Research Council (2006), spatial thinking processes can be summarized as “extracting spatial structures, 
performing spatial transformations, and drawing functional inferences” (p. 47). In the case of biomimicry, 
pupils extract spatial features of organisms in nature, perform a spatial transformation with an analogy to a 
potential human design, and draw functional inferences from nature for their designs.  
 
The role of biomimicry in developing pupils’ spatial thinking has not been explored much. Wolf et al. 
(2022) made a promising attempt to use phenomena in nature to support young children’s spatial 
development. However, their research uses the visual language system in nature to mainly support 
mathematics education rather than design education. Thus, no other previous research to our knowledge 
has explored the potential of using a biomimicry design project to engage primary pupils in spatial thinking. 
 
A powerful use of analogy, which is especially valuable in design education, is mapping the knowledge 
about one situation to inform a similar but novel situation (Holyoak, 2012). We expect that by placing 
analogous biological examples and human design examples side by side, pupils will identify the 
commonalities between examples at both the form level (spatial features) and the function level (what those 
features do) and then transfer the knowledge gained from biological examples to inform their own 
biomimicry designs. We expect the design-by-analogy process would engage them in multiple types of 
spatial thinking, such as constructing and comparing visual or spatial representations (Smith & Gentner, 
2012; Vendetti et al, 2015), identifying the shared spatial relations (Loewenstein & Gentner, 2001), visually 
and verbally elaborating the mental models (Goldschmidt, 1995), and the learning of spatial concepts 
(Gentner et al., 2009).  
 

 
Figure 1. An example of an analogy from Gentner (1983) and a biomimicry example from Biomimicry 3.8 Institute that 
reflect analogical comparison and the potential spatial thinking required for analogical comparison   
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2.3 Developing spatial thinking through Design and Technology education 

Using analogy to scaffold pupils’ spatial thinking fits well with Design and Technology education since 
analogy has been studied extensively for problem-solving and innovation in these disciplines (e.g. 
Beveridge & Parkins, 1987; Casakin & Goldschmidt, 1999). Applying visual analogies, especially with a 
wide range of analogous examples given, boosts the generation of novel solutions to design problems 
(Goldschmidt, 2001; Wilson et al., 2010) and may be especially helpful for those who are new to design 
(Casakin, 2004). Given the emerging efforts to study spatial thinking in the field of Design and Technology 
(e.g. Bhaduri et al., 2019; Buckley et al., 2022), we believe that D&T education provides an ideal platform 
to study how spatial thinking training can be integrated into formal and informal D&T curriculums and 
consequently influence pupils’ interest and performance in STEAM.  

3. METHODOLOGY 

We developed the biomimicry design project in this study and adopted a design-based research (DBR) 
approach to bridge the gap between the knowledge from research and the application in authentic education 
settings. DBR provides the empirical grounding to test innovative education designs with the goal of 
developing generalizable theories on educational practices and phenomena (Bakker, 2018).  
Our project is conveniently designed into one module in the International Baccalaureate (IB) design course. 
Working collaboratively with the classroom teacher, we adapted the content in the design project to not 
only reflect the aim of our study but also what pupils have been practicing in their IB design modules, such 
as TinkerCAD, a 3D computer-aided design platform where pupils can use functions such as combining 
shapes, resizing, and rotating to digitally represent their designs. The core concepts in this biomimicry 
design project align with several IB key concepts, such as form, function, and seeing in perspectives. We 
refined the activity structures after each design session using feedback from the class and the teacher.  
 
3.1. Participants, lesson structure, and data collection 

16 pupils and one classroom teacher from an international school in the Netherlands have consented to 
participate in the study. In eight 45-min sessions, pupils were expected to solve the design challenge by 
sketching their nature-inspired, wind- or water-resistant camping gear designs in 2D and then creating 3D 
visualization of their designs on TinkerCAD (Figure 2). We selected this design topic since wind- or water-
resistant function is often performed by organisms’ external features, which requires pupils to use spatial 
thinking to observe and visualize. Analogical comparisons between nature and human design were 
practiced in every session, before and during the design process. 

 
Figure 2. Session plan 
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Multiple strands of quantitative and qualitative data are collected to demonstrate pupils’ spatial thinking in 
the design project. We used the Spatial Reasoning Instrument (Ramful et al., 2017) primarily to understand 
the baseline spatial reasoning ability of pupils in this class and as an additional reference to explain potential 
differences in their use of spatial thinking in design. This instrument surveys mental rotation, spatial 
visualization, and spatial orientation and is appropriate for our age group. Qualitative data consist of video 
and audio from each session, pupils’ self-documentation of their design process on Google Jamboard, 
intermediate design artifacts (2D annotated sketches), final design artifacts (3D design on TinkerCAD), 
formative assessment of pupils’ design, and semi-structured interviews with pupils. 

4. RESULTS 

In our data, we looked for moments where pupils actively exercised their spatial thinking, including but not 
limited to when they observe and analyze the spatial features of organisms in nature, analogically compare 
nature’s strategies to human design strategies, and when they visualize and elaborate design ideas through 
spatially complex sketches and TinkerCAD designs. Three themes emerged about how this design project 
can scaffold pupils’ spatial thinking.  
 
4.1. Designing with embodied experiences 

In the second session, pupils gathered specimens from nature and used sketches to explain their initial ideas 
towards a wind or water-resistant design inspired by nature. Through close observation and physical 
interaction with a plant called the silver carpet, two pupils noticed that “the small hairs (on its surface) will 
make the water slip,” serving a water-resistant function while making the leaf feels soft in touch. Their 
understanding of the function of the small hairs on silver carpet indicates that they visualized, to some 
extent, the motion trajectory of water droplets on the leaf surface. They then aligned these characteristics 
with something humans can make use of: a silver-carpet-inspired, water-resistant teddy bear that feels soft 
and does not get wet easily (Figure 3). Being the first pair of pupils to come up with a design idea, they 
mentioned that what they observed and felt in nature helped them most in mapping out the nature-design 
connection and grasping the challenging idea of biomimicry.  
 
While both pupils were at the lower end of the baseline spatial reasoning scores compared to their 
classmates, their thorough examination of the silver carpet leaves helped them recognize the shared physical 
features of the leaves and a teddy bear. They imagined and mentally transformed both the form and the 
function of tiny hairs on a plant as being used on a toy and used their spatial thinking to represent this idea 
visually. While these pupils’ work only shows their initial ideas, we can infer from this case that embodied 
experience and analogies helped them think and design spatially.  
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Figure 3. Two pupils’ design of water-resistant teddy bear: Aquadog 
 
4.2. Using analogies to clarify the design theme and spark novel ideas  

In the fourth session, one pair of pupils used pine cones as their biological model but encountered 
difficulties. They first thought of directly using pine cones as weather-tellers, yet they received feedback 
from the teacher that a biomimicry design means burrowing the function served by pine cones’ scales 
instead of using the entire organism to make a new design. To further clarify the concept of biomimicry, 
the teacher reminded them of one previous example they learned, in which the human femur bone and the 
Eiffel tower share a similar structure that maximizes stability but are made of distinct materials and are of 
different sizes. This example helped them realize that their design goal was to use pine cone’s form and 
function as an inspiration for an analogous situation.  
 
Eventually, they designed a pair of camping shoes with bottoms that close when raining to provide grip and 
prevent people from slipping in the rain (Figure 4). Their design reflects their visualization of the 
transforming process, where the bottoms of the shoes close when in contact with water just like the scales 
of pine cones. In this case, analogical examples served as anchor points for pupils to check their 
understanding of the shared spatial features between nature and human design and transfer knowledge from 
nature to inspire their design. 
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Figure 4. Two pupils’ design of non-slipping shoes suitable for walking in the rain  
Another pair of pupils recalled that the idea of biomimicry was hard to grasp at first. Yet after being exposed 
to many design-by-analogy examples in the first four sessions, they were able to clearly distinguish what is 
or is not a biomimicry design. When given the hornbeam leaves as a source of inspiration, this pair of pupils 
not only correctly identified that the foldings on the leaf allow for its flexibility in the wind but also 
identified an additional trait, being that the foldings help the leaf stay rigid during photosynthesis. They 
associated photosynthesis in plants analogically with the solar energy gathering by humans, thereby 
deciding on designing a wind-resistant solar panel that mimics how hornbeam leaves cope with strong wind 
(Figure 5).    

 
Figure 5. Two pupils’ design of wind-resistant solar panel: EcoSun 
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4.3. Visualizing the design in the use  

By the end of the fifth session, two pupils identified that a spiral-grained trunk allows the tree to better cope 
with the tension from wind and also help the distribution of nutrient. They used their spatial thinking to 
extract the spatial features of the tree trunk, comprehend the function served by the spiraling form, and 
envision how spirals can be transformed and applied in an analogous situation that requires wind resistance. 
They also learned about a spatial concept that, compared to a straight-grained structure, a spiral-grained 
structure deflects tension by allowing more bending.  
 
Upon finalizing their camping tarp design on TinkerCAD (Figure 6), one of the pupils questioned if this 
design would really work. “Actually, it doesn’t work because all the water will get stuck at the four corners,” 
the other pupil responded in realization, pointing to the screen and explaining that their current design might 
not work mechanically as intended. They solved this problem on TinkerCAD by first elevating the surface 
of the tarp to make a pyramid structure and then using a sphere to cut out four corners for the water to fall.  
 
We observed that three out of eight pairs of pupils actively visualized through their thinking and discussions 
about how well their designs will hold up to wind or water. By mentally testing their designs out, they not 
only need to imagine a spatially complex process where their designs are in use but also visualize the 
solution to any perceived obstacles when testing the functionality of their designs. Notably, the three pairs 
of pupils who actively visualized how their design would function in reality all scored on the higher end in 
the baseline spatial reasoning test compared to their classmates.  

 
Figure 6. Two pupils’ design of a wind-resistant and water-recycling camping tarp: Drytent 

5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

In our preliminary analysis, 14 out of 16 pupils in this class successfully produced designs that reflect 
biomimicry and provide promising solutions to the design challenge. We identified two specific moments 
where pupils actively used multiple types of spatial thinking in this biomimicry project. First, when forming 
biomimicry design ideas, pupils used one or more of the following spatial thinking processes, including 
visualizing how organisms in nature react to excessive wind or water, identifying common features between 
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biological examples and human designs, using mental transformation to relate forms with functions, 
drawing functional inferences from the spatial features of biological examples, and analogously applying 
mechanisms found in nature to develop design ideas for a different context, the campsite.  
 
The second moment is seen when pupils visually elaborated their design thinking through detailed 2D 
sketches and 3D models in TinkerCAD. Pupils often need to visualize their designs from different 
perspectives, mentally rotate and resize the many components of a design, and measure the different 
components to create accurate representations of their ideas. It is worth highlighting that some pupils 
mentally tested out whether their design would work in real life, indicating that they may have used their 
spatial thinking to imagine a series of interactions happening between their designs and the surroundings. 
Thus, the active visualization of designs in real-world applications may be a helpful practice in design 
education that challenges pupils to create functional designs and exercise their spatial thinking. How to 
support all students to embark on a spatially challenging evaluative process remains a question.   
 
We also observed that the interaction with physical objects in nature allows pupils to understand the 
functions served by the spatial features of organisms and aids their generation of novel design ideas, even 
among pupils with relatively lower spatial reasoning scores. Physical manipulatives from nature might have 
acted as a scaffold for pupils to understand nature’s strategies and apply such knowledge in their designs. 
Our finding on using embodied experience to scaffold the process of spatial thinking in design projects 
aligns with what Stull et al. (2012) suggested about using physical models to help students envision and 
solve spatially-challenging chemistry problems. 
 
This case study documents how and where in a design project do pupils practice spatial thinking and 
demonstrates the potential of a design-by-analogy project in scaffolding pupils’ spatial thinking. As one of 
the first attempts in Design and Technology education to implement a biomimicry design project in the 
primary classroom, this study adds to the theories of integrating spatial thinking training in the classroom 
(e.g. Buckley et al., 2022; Newcombe, 2010, 2016) and practicing spatial thinking in the context of real-
world problems (Uttal et al., 2013).  
 
Additionally, this project invited pupils to draw knowledge from design, technology, and biology and the 
design of this project has been iterated based on inputs from teachers and researchers from different 
disciplines. It resonates with Bruce et al.’s (2017) proposal for taking a transdisciplinary approach to 
studying spatial thinking. We will explore the possibilities of developing concrete practices in Design and 
Technology projects to scaffold pupils’ spatial thinking through future studies.  
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